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Ophi & Tali

A MESSAGE 

FROM THE 

ASTROTWINS

D E A R  R E A D E R , 
What do you get when you cross a mer-person, an alien and a tiger-suited 
woman? Well, 2022’s cosmic alignment, that’s what. As we enter the third year 
of the Aquarian Decade, there’s disruption on every dimension, from outer space 
to the deep sea to the heart of the disappearing forests and jungles. 

This is the 10th Anniversary Edition of our yearly horoscope guide, we’re proud 
and a bit stunned to say. Yep, we’ve been tracking cosmic trends since 2013, the 
first full year of the new Mayan calendar, when it was prophesied that life as we 
knew it would never be the same. (Little did we know how true that would be.)

Once again, it’s time to change our stripes. The Lunar Year of the Water Tiger 
begins February 1, setting a softer tone than the past two Metal-ruled  years. 
Empathy is back, with a dose of nurturing from the 6 Universal Year (2+0+2+2). 

The 2022 stars still serve plenty of fierceness and fight! Unpredictability reigns 
supreme, carving space for innovations to emerge. With supply chains in 
disarray and systems shifting on every level, we’ve dubbed 2022 the Year of the 
New Abnormal. 

So, come get weird with us! We might all be boarding a flight to Mars (or 
traveling interdimensionally to  Pleiades) soon. Meantime, let’s enjoy our earthly 
pleasures sustainably and responsibly.
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          THE NEW
ABNORMAL 

Nothing’s been the same since the new decade began—
and it probably won’t ever be again. In 2022, we’ll start 
getting used to this “new abnormal.” 

As old systems break down, space for new ones emerge. Call it entropy: 
Nothing ever disappears but, like wood burning to ash in a fire,  it does 
change form. 

Astrologers have been sending up smoke signals since before this decade 
began. We observed that major planets were moving from classical 
Capricorn into avant-garde Aquarius and knew this would spark a seismic 
shift. Our 2022 Horoscope book even predicted a “black swan event” that 
would overturn the economy, supply chains and life as we knew it. 

Two years later, the next evolution of humanity is calling. And, in a 
weirdly Aquarian way, it involves going backward and forward at the same 
time. Restructuring the way we “do life” is part of the New Abnormal. 

While researching this book, we found a striking similarity between 2022 
and 1962 in their planetary patterns. Sixty years ago, Saturn was also in 
Aquarius while Jupiter transited between Pisces and Aries. The Chinese 
Water Tiger ruled the Lunar Year, uniting empathy with strategy. 

Impactful breakthroughs were a hallmark of 1962. New York City 
introduced its first automated subway car. Worldwide broadcasting 
debuted with the first transatlantic TV signal. Civil Rights activist James 
Howard Meredith was the first Black student to attend the University of 
Mississippi. Bob Dylan released his first album. Walmart opened its doors.

2022
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INTRODUCTION

2022 HOROSCOPE GUIDE

The Jetsons aired, treating us to TV’s pre-millenium interpretation of the 
Space Age. While we’re still waiting for Elroy’s flying jetpack to hit the 
shelves, the Musk-Bezos-Branson trio is sending civilians on rocketship 
rides. Today’s A.I. gives Rosie the Robot, The Jetsons’ machine-operated 
maid, a run for her Roomba. (Siri, search “sex robots.” Wait—no, don’t.)

The excitement of progress has swelled to high tide since 1962, warming 
our oceans in the process. As you’ll read in the pages ahead, 2022 is both a 
year of reckoning and one that’s ripe for ingenuity. 

We don’t have to stop innovating and creating—as if we could curb that 
human impulse! The challenge is to work with what we’ve already got, 
whether we’re upcycling secondhand denim, reforesting acres of wildlife 
using permaculture or figuring out how to capture carbon from the air to 
achieve Net Zero by 2030.  

There’s plenty of support from the stars with such matters. The karmic 
South Node heads into resourceful Scorpio, alchemizing “trash” into 
treasure. Expansive Jupiter gets spiritual alongside boundary-dissolving 
Neptune in Pisces—then advances into trailblazing Aries, inspiring 
fearless action. Saturn and Uranus keep disrupting the system, drawing 
attention to disparities and helping us engineer innovative solutions. 

Hoarding all the toys isn’t cool on the Aquarian playground, but oligarchs 
and dictators may tighten their iron grips one final time as Pluto draws its 
last few breaths in Capricorn between now and January 2024. 

Venus and Mars both have retrograde phases, echoing this “stick with it” 
sentiment in love. Rather than endlessly swiping the apps, 2022 wants us 
to assess our patterns, heal from traumas and forge deeper connections. 
Simultaneously, unconventional arrangments for loving and living (apart 
and together) continue making “relationship anarchist” a viable status.

We’ve got it all covered in the 2022 Horoscope—including an in-depth 
forecast for every zodiac sign. Here’s to a decade of mapping the yearly 
stars together, and to many decades more. ® 
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The inner planets are the faster moving 
heavenly bodies, nearest to the Sun (plus 
the moon and the Sun itself ). United by 
their rocky cores, they include Mercury, 
Venus and Mars. Their journey through 
the zodiac shapes the intimate areas of our 
lives including family, friendship, love and 
sex. Because they hit on matters so close 
to home, astrologers refer to them as the 
“personal planets.” We’ve tracked their 
movements for you in 2022, to help you 
make decisions that are close to your heart!

S U N

M O O N

M E R C U R Y

V E N U S

M A R S



THE MOON
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THE MOON

T H E  M O O N  I N  A S T R O L O G Y
The moon is the Sun’s favorite companion, holding space for all 
the private matters el Sol doesn’t care to shine a light on. These 
are things like our deepest feelings, secret desires, and the security 
blankets that we reach for to comfort ourselves. Home and family 
affairs, how we nurture others and what kind of caretaking we 
crave are also #MoonMatters. Our society is just starting to truly 
honor the importance of lunar topics, perhaps because they tend 
to fall into the archetypally feminine category. As the world grows 
to respect women’s perspectives and issues, the moon’s power is 
being felt more and more!
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THE MOON

T H E  M O O N  I N  2 0 2 2
The first new moon of 2022 is in Capricorn, setting a somewhat 
serious tone for our emotions this year. And it’s probably a good 
thing! While Jupiter and Neptune shoot us off on flights of fancy, 
this new moon reminds us to touch down at base. There, we must 
weigh fantasies against our present-day realities. How will our 
new ideas affect the existing structures in our lives? What will the 
emotional impact be on our loved ones?
 
There’s a goal-getter vibe to years that begin with a new moon in 
Capricorn! (It’s a real contrast to years that begin with a wildly 
experimental and visionary Aquarius new moon, which is the 
only other kickstarter new moon that’s possible, astrologically.) 
Career and family matters will be front and center. Be patient! The 
moon is “in detriment” in Capricorn, which is a more challenging 
position on the zodiac wheel. As such, it may take a minute to get 
systems working and the right players in place. While the process 
can be frustrating, make like the Capricorn Goat and keep forging 
ahead. This prestige-boosting lunar lift practically guarantees that 
your dreams will take shape, bringing material world success as a 
reward for your tenacity.
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THE MOON

Planning W I T H  T H E  M O O N

Each month, we complete a multi-phase moon cycle, as la luna 
disappears into the darkness of the new moon, then swells into 
a full moon two weeks later. During the weeks in between, there 
are quarter moons. While the moon doesn’t “go retrograde” like 
Mercury or the other planets, these waxing and waning spells are 
just as important to track for planning each month. There are four 
eclipses in 2022, occurring as two solar (new moon) eclipses and 
two lunar (full moon) eclipses.

2 0 2 2  N E W  M O O N S

New moons occur when la luna is perfectly 
positioned between the Earth and the Sun. As 
such, the “backside” of the moon is lit, and it 
becomes invisible from our view down here. 
Because everything goes dark, it’s as if we have a 
blank canvas on which to create. In “nothingness” 
there is a sense of limitless possibilities. That is 
the gift of the new moon, a great time for setting 
intentions, making wishes, and taking the first 
bold step towards a new goal. We may actually 
start to see the first signs of these lunar requests 
two weeks later, when the next full moon on the 
calendar lights up the night skies. 

Astro-geek fact: The new moon occurs in the same 
zodiac sign as the Sun each month.
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THE INNER PLANETS 17

THE MOON

CAPRICORN (12°20)
JAN 2, 1:33PM

AQUARIUS (12°20)
FEB 1, 12:45AM

PISCES (12°07)
MAR 2, 12:34AM

ARIES (11°31)
APR 1, 2:24AM

TAURUS (10 °28)
APR 30, 4:27PM 
Partial Solar Eclipse

GEMINI (9°03)
MAY 30, 7:30AM

CANCER (7°23)
JUN 28, 10:52PM

LEO (5°39)
JUL 28, 1:55PM

VIRGO (4°04)
AUG 27, 4:16AM

LIBRA (2°49)
SEP 25, 5:55PM

SCORPIO (2°00)
OCT 25, 6:49AM
Partial Solar Eclipse 

SAGITTARIUS (1°38)
NOV 23, 5:57PM

CAPRICORN (1°33)
DEC 23, 5:16AM

 the New Moon
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THE MOON

2 0 2 2  F U L L  M O O N S

It’s harvest time! During a full moon, you reap 
the seeds that were sown six months prior 
during the corresponding new moon. These 
cosmic manifestation moments can be cause for 
celebration or major eye-openers. During this 
lunar phase, the moon is on the exact opposite 
side of the Earth from the Sun. That explains why 
it’s such a brightly lit spectacle for us to enjoy—
and why the full moon is always in the opposite 
sign from the Sun each month. Contradictions 
stand out in stark reality during full moons, which 
can stir up intense passion and fierce head-butting. 
You may realize that you’re done with one path 
and ready to find whatever’s next. No matter what, 
emotions and overall intensity will be amplified. 
Stay aware of how much energy you’re exuding 
and how people are responding to you.
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THE INNER PLANETS 19

THE MOON

CANCER (27°51)
JAN 17, 6:48PM

LEO (27°60)
FEB 16, 11:56AM

VIRGO (27°40)
MAR 18, 3:18AM

LIBRA (26°46)
APR 16, 2:54PM

SCORPIO (25°18)
MAY 16, 12:14AM
Total Lunar Eclipse

SAGITTARIUS (23°25)
JUN 14, 7:52AM

CAPRICORN (21°21)
JUL 13, 2:38PM 

AQUARIUS (19°21)
AUG 11, 9:35PM

PISCES (17°41)
SEP 10, 5:59AM

ARIES (16°33)
OCT 9, 4:55PM

TAURUS (16°01)
NOV 8, 6:02AM
Total Lunar Eclipse

GEMINI (16°02)
DEC 7, 11:08PM

the Full Moon
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THE MOON

Q U A R T E R  M O O N S
 

First Quarter Moon (Waxing)

The first quarter moon comes about a week after 
each new moon. This marks the halfway point 
between the new moon and the forthcoming full 
moon. Since the moon is waxing (growing fuller), 
it brings a reminder to pick up the pace and make 
sure that our actions match our words. After 
all, what’s the point of making those new moon 
wishes if we don’t actually do something about 
them? Grab the baton…but no need to burst into a 
full-on sprint! Since quarter moons are balancers, 
measured, thoughtful action is key (and haste 
makes waste). The first quarter moon is a stellar 
time to map out a plan and take the first few steps.

Third Quarter Moon (Waning)

The third quarter moon comes approximately a 
week after the full moon, as we are reaping and 
harvesting, but also winding down to the next new 
moon. This is a time for sorting the crops. Not 
every pick is a keeper! During this phase, we might 
shed a few elements that aren’t the right fit. This 
curating process creates the right setting to help 
the true gems shine.

*Read more about 2022’s quarter moons 
in the Hotspots section.
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THE INNER PLANETS 21

THE MOON

S O L A R  E C L I P S E S

Lights out! Solar eclipses take place during a new moon, when the 
Sun and moon converge at the same degree and zodiac sign on the 
ecliptic. As the moon passes over the Sun, it darkens the daytime 
sky,  even changing the appearance of shadows. Equal parts eerie 
and magical, solar eclipses remind us that all that glitters ain’t 
gold. Look in a new direction during a solar eclipse, because that’s 
where opportunity lies. This can feel scary, since letting go of 
control will be necessary. Eclipses can also stir up buried desires, 
forcing us to acknowledge what we really want. Remember that 
change is inevitable! And it can be a beautiful thing once we finally 
surrender. These momentous new moons push us off the starting 
block and into new waters. But we have to move fast, since just like 
an eclipse, the manifestation period is both rare and brief.

In 2022, there are two partial solar eclipses—meaning the Sun 
won’t be entirely shrouded. The first is in Taurus on April 30, 
then six months later, a second one arrives in Scorpio on October 
25. These will impact the way we “do” money. While they are 
bound to bring new developments in decentralized finance and 
cryptocurrency, there could be crackdowns and regulations 
to contend with. The global economy overall may experience 
surprising shifts as we figure out how to support world citizens 
during the ongoing pandemic.
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THE MOON

L U N A R  E C L I P S E S

Seeing red? Lunar eclipses transpire when the full moon opposes 
the Sun at the same degree of zodiac sign on the ecliptic. With 
the Earth sandwiched between these heavenly bodies, el Sol casts 
a shadow that slowly bleeds across the surface of the moon. (In 
fact, due to its reddish tint, a total lunar eclipse has earned the 
nickname of “blood moon.”) Lunar eclipses are prime time for 
doing shadow work and dealing with feelings we’ve ignored. 
Buckle up, buttercup! Situations could pivot abruptly or come to 
a sudden, unceremonious halt. If anything in your life is “eclipsed 
away,” here’s our advise: Stop chasing and give it some space. You’ll 
either manifest a better option or circle back to this later—after 
you’ve processed the lesson and evolved!

There are two lunar eclipses in 2022, and both are total lunar 
“blood moon” eclipses. The first one simmers in Scorpio on May 
16, followed by the Taurus full moon on November 8. Power 
struggles can be explosive (and fascinating) near these days! 
Nefarious details may come to light, exposing hidden agendas, 
crimes and scandalous underground activity. Will it be shocking? 
Absolutely. Picking up the pieces could take a while, but with 
no-nonsense fixed sign energy (Taurus and Scorpio) helming the 
operative, these eclipses force us to deal with the facts and devise 
solutions that may require rebuilding from ground zero.
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THE INNER PLANETS 23

THE MOON

Eclipse  D A T E S  &  V I S I B I L I T Y

APR 30
4:28PM 

MAY 16
12:14AM

OCT 25
6:49AM

NOV 8
6:02AM

Partial Solar Eclipse in Taurus (10°28) 
Visible in:
South/West South America, 
Pacific, Atlantic, Antarctica

Total Lunar Eclipse in Scorpio (25°18)

Visible in: 
South/West Europe, South/West 
Asia, Africa, much of North America, 
South America, Pacific, Atlantic, Indian 
Ocean, Antarctica

Partial Solar Eclipse in Scorpio (2°00) 

Visible in: 
Europe, South/West Asia, 
North/East Africa, Atlantic

Total Lunar Eclipse in Taurus (16°01) 

Visible in: 
North/East Europe, Asia, 
Australia, North America, much of 
South America, Pacific, Atlantic,
Indian Ocean, Arctic, Antarctica
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THE 
PLANETS

Outer
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The outer planets include the gas giants—
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune—plus 
icy, rocky Pluto. Due to their slower-
moving orbit through the zodiac, they 
shape larger trends. Since outer planet 
lessons take more time to work through, 
they shift the trajectory of your life in a 
major way that’s not always obvious at first. 
We’ve mapped out their movements in 
2022 to help you plan your long-term goals. 

J U P I T E R

S A T U R N

U R A N U S

N E P T U N E

P L U T O



URANUS
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URANUS

U R A N U S  I N  A S T R O L O G Y

Uranus takes 84 years to cycle through the zodiac, visiting each sign for 
approximately seven years. Because of its longer span, it’s considered a 
generational planet, shaping the mindset of an entire age group. Since 
Uranus governs society and collective consciousness, its transits shape 
mass culture. 

Technology and scientific developments are directed by Uranus, and its 
zodiac sign placement reveals where we’ll see great innovations. As the 
planet of societal interactions, it directs everything from cultural trends 
to humanitarian efforts. The ruler of communal, innovative Aquarius, this 
side-spinning planet wants us to “get weird” in the most delightful ways! 
On the flipside, its disruptive influence can lead to dystopian thinking. 
Either way, it’s here to help us embrace change—the only true constant in 
life.

To find your natal Uranus sign, cast a free birth chart at 
ASTROSTYLE.COM/BIRTHCHART
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83THE OUTER PLANETS

URANUS

U R A N U S  I N  2 0 2 2

On May 15, 2018, innovative Uranus, the planet of revolution, technology 
and rebellion, moved from firebrand Aries into conservative Taurus, 
entering the Bull’s pen for the first time since 1942. Unconventional 
Uranus pushes for radical evolution and progress, while nostalgic Taurus 
upholds time-tested traditions, resisting change at every turn. This cycle, 
which lasts until April 26, 2026, has proven polarizing already.
 
Uranus only visits each zodiac sign every 84 years, electrifying the 
airwaves for about eight years and disrupting the status quo. Given the 
planet’s abrupt nature, Uranus transits often announce themselves with a 
major event. The day Uranus transited into terrestrial Taurus, an asteroid 
the size of a city block nearly clipped our planet when it passed between 
the Earth and the moon. Luckily, it missed us! 
 
In 2022, we reach the halfway point of Uranus’ journey through Taurus, 
an ideal time to give ourselves a report card and correct course where 
needed. 
 
Taurus’ astrological rulership includes money, work, material 
objects, security, farming, the food supply, the arts and music. From 
cryptocurrency to sustainable living to 3D printouts from ultrasound 
scans, Uranus is giving this realm an extreme makeover. Since 2018, 
we’ve seen major shakeups in Taurus-ruled areas, which we’ll continue to 
witness for another five years. 
 
While a revolution in many of these systems is long overdue, a Uranus 
in Taurus transit is never comfortable. According to the principle of 
“essential dignities” in astrology, Uranus is in “fall” in Taurus—a weakened 
position since the energies are an awkward pairing. It’s a simple energetic 
mismatch: Uranus governs the future while Taurus clings to the past. 
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URANUS

 
Until 2026, we are tasked with resolving this planetary paradox: Can we 
create much-needed progress without erasing timeless traditions that still 
hold value and utility?
 
Take, for example, the statues of historical figures that were toppled and 
names removed from public spaces (parks, schools, buildings) in 2020-21. 
Many of these commemorated men owned slaves or committed acts that 
would be considered heinous human rights crimes today. The storming of 
the U.S. Capitol and the insurrection of January 6, 2021, was another vivid 
example, amplified by the impending square (90-degree angle of tension) 
between Uranus and Saturn (in progress-driven Aquarius). The explosive 
Saturn-Uranus showdown will be felt through March 2022.
 

Is It “My Way or the Highway”?
Can we find a middle ground while Uranus is in Taurus? Will we 
make room for critical thinking and “media literacy,” or narrow the 
scope of information under the unconscious belief that ignorance is 
bliss? Unfortunately, much of the nuance that fosters connection and 
compassion across the aisle gets lost during this cycle. Combining Uranus’ 
rebelliousness and the Taurus tendency to be “right” at all costs—is it any 
wonder the world is so polarized and divided? 
 
Such is the exquisite grappling match between Uranus and Taurus. We’re 
reminded not to throw the baby out with the bathwater, as the saying 
goes. Yet, we also have to acknowledge painful history, both in the context 
of its era and in step with where humanity has evolved today. The past 
and the future are all thrown together in a simmering stew, and that can 
be confusing at best. Since Uranus entered Taurus, people have dug in 
their heels. Revolts have taken on a bullish temperament, often one-sided 
and indignant.
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URANUS

Economic Makeovers Afoot
Taurus rules the economy, and the term “Bull Market” has been getting 
quite the Uranian makeover. Brexit, which was underway at the start 
of this cycle, has been a prelude to shakeups of Wall Street, banking 
and monetary systems around the world. The U.S. spent the entire last 
Uranus in Taurus transit climbing out of the Great Depression, which 
ended in 1941, right as Uranus departed from Taurus. President Roosevelt 
also signed the U.S. Social Security act, providing unemployment 
compensation and pensions for elderly citizens. 

 This time around, emergency government relief was needed to prevent a 
total economic meltdown during 2020’s global shut-downs. Households 
under a certain income bracket received stimulus checks of $600 per 
person in two cycles. Businesses needing to cover operating and payroll 
costs were offered PPP (Paycheck Protection Program) loans, many 
of which were entirely forgiven. Stimulus checks and unemployment 
allocations of $600 per week found some folks earning more than they 
had from their former jobs. Meantime, cost-of-living data assembled by a 
team at MIT found that even a $15 minimum wage would not be enough 
for an average U.S. family of four to afford their basic expenses in 2021.
 
Interestingly, the Boston Tea Party took place during a previous Uranus 
in Taurus cycle, when demonstrators protested “taxation without 
representation.” In 2021, Representative Alexandria Ocasio Cortez 
brought demonstration fashion to the Met Gala, wearing a white dress 
emblazoned with “Tax the Rich” in red letters and carrying a handbag 
bearing the same slogan. Whether or not this is the answer, we can expect 
more protests and upheaval around the Taurus topic of daily income and 
wages.
 
At this writing, a movement to bring Universal Basic Income (UBI) to the 
United States is gaining momentum and “platform economy” workers 
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URANUS

(from your DoorDash delivery person to Twitch streamers to rideshare 
drivers) are organizing in algorithm-age labor movements to protest 
unfair penalties and policies from their app-based incomes, which can 
be destroyed by a single bad review or developer update. This collective 
activism, coined Decentralized Collective Action (DCA) by the Harvard 
Business Review, is giving rise to worker-led coalitions that spread 
awareness of their mistreatment through social media, online forums and 
even through their competitors.

 

From Cashless Transactions to 
Cryptocurrency
Taurus rules money, and since technological Uranus landed here in 2018, 
dollars have gone digital. Not only has there been a coin shortage since 
2020, but cashless technology has made it easy to pay with the tap of a 
smartphone or the scan of a QR code. Mobile apps like PayPal and Venmo 
now allow transactions to take place in cryptocurrency. 
 
Speaking of crypto...though the first (genesis) block of Bitcoin was 
mined back on January 3, 2009, it took over a decade (along with Uranus 
entering Taurus and Jupiter’s return to Capricorn on December 2, 2019) 
before any kind of mainstream mass adoption seemed conceivable.
 
As Bitcoin reached its all-time high of around $65,000 in 2021, it 
became evident that the technology of money would be disrupted by 
the innovation of cryptocurrency and blockchains. Stories of surprise 
Bitcoin millionaires stormed the Interwebs. And just as surprisingly, 
many institutional investors joined the blockchain revolution—some 
enthusiastically and others with grudging reluctance. 
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At this writing, Blackrock, the world’s largest asset manager, has invested 
nearly $400 million in Bitcoin mining companies. As of February 2021, 
MicroStrategy has invested $2.171 billion, adding 90,000 Bitcoins to the 
company’s balance sheet under CEO Michael Saylor’s direction. In August 
2021, JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon, a one-time Bitcoin skeptic who called 
the digital currency a fraud in 2017, quietly backpedaled and gave wealth 
management clients access to six newly created cryptocurrency funds. 
PayPal soon followed in November of 2020, allowing customers to buy, 
sell and hold crypto, including Bitcoin and Ethereum.
 
It’s not just companies who are going all-in on Bitcoin. Countries are 
beginning to purchase for their treasuries, too. In 2021, El Salvador 
became the first nation in the world to buy Bitcoin and make the digital 
currency legal tender, doubtless initiating a domino effect of Bitcoin 
acquisition by other countries.

Unlike banks, which issue physical currency from a central authority, 
Bitcoin is entirely a virtual currency that operates on an observable, 
decentralized network, accessible to anyone with an internet connection. 
There is no central bank—or head banker—controlling Bitcoin with 
opaque accounting and questionable monetary policies. Transactions 
take place on a public database called a distributed ledger, which greatly 
reduces—or eliminates—the burden of a fee-charging middleman (in this 
case, the banks) to process, validate and authenticate transactions.
 
Because cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin have been created with limited and/
or controlled supply capped by mathematical algorithms, they are more 
resistant to manipulation that erodes their purchasing power. Regardless 
of your risk appetite, technology has now reached an inarguable point 
of no return, disrupting, even toppling, our most deeply entrenched 
institutions of banking and “money.”
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Profits to the People

The peer-to-peer economy is thriving with equal-opportunity Uranus in 
down-to-earth Taurus. Companies centered on this model have helped 
keep people afloat during the instability of the past couple years. In 
February 2021, Airbnb reported that Hosts earned an impressive $1 billion 
during the pandemic. Etsy also thrived, bringing new business to makers 
and collectors while brick-and-mortar stores were shut down. 
 
There are countless brokering apps like Airbnb now, which provide a 
safety net to individual sellers and consumers. If WFH has become a 
permanent way of life, you can turn your parked commuter vehicle into 
an income-generator by renting it out on an app like Turo. Road-trippers 
can test out #VanLife with Outdoorsy.com, which offers a fleet of RVs 
and kitted-out vans for vacationers who aren’t ready to plunk down $80K 
for a Mercedes Sprinter (or devote every second of their spare time to 
installing a mini-kitchen and loft bed). 
 
Automation has changed the in-store customer experience, too. With 
contactless checkout, former cashiers are now the IT department, fixing 
the register when technical difficulties arise—or checking I.D.s when 
an adult beverage is scanned. Interestingly, the last time Uranus visited 
Taurus it brought the invention of the first ATM machine and the physical 
shopping cart!
 

Gig Workers and Digital Nomads
Death to the cubicle? With indie-spirited Uranus in hardworking Taurus, 
the gig economy has grown and flourished. After 2020’s work-from-home 
mandates, 11 million U.S. workers quit their jobs between April and June 
2021, a trend now called The Great Resignation. Burnout and unhappiness 
were cited as key reasons for people leaving their corporate gigs. In the 
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wake of this, companies are unrolling a flexible, hybrid workforce model, 
building teams comprised of both in-office and remote workers. 
 
As A.I. replaces human labor, our relationship with money could also go 
through a massive shift. Out of necessity, people may adopt the barter 
system, or take up the “gift economy” that’s practiced at festivals like 
Burning Man. In this model, no cash changes hands, and goods or services 
are offered from a spirit of generosity. Wanna start a commune, anyone?

 

The Rise of Populism and Dictatorship
The worst manifestations of Uranus in Taurus can be bigotry, 
stubbornness and warmongering. Adolf Hitler, a Taurus, seized power just 
as Uranus was ending its last transit of Aries, and retained his dictatorial 
grip through the 1930s, while Uranus was in Taurus. Mussolini also came 
into power during the last Uranus in Taurus transit, spreading fascism. 
 
Extreme right-wing candidates have been on the rise again, spinning 
propaganda through social media, slanted news outlets, populist rallies 
and cyber hacking. In the past couple years, Uranus in Taurus has 
provoked violent disruptors, many using technology to mobilize and plot 
public acts of terrorism or to spread messages of hate. With the Taliban 
back in rule in Afghanistan and attacks on voter rights and women’s 
reproductive health disrupting the United States, there’s more than a little 
nervous energy in the air as we enter 2022. 

 

From Virtual Reality to Mixed Reality
Uranus in sensory Taurus is busy altering the way we interact with the 
physical and digital worlds. Think your VR goggles are all that? Olfactory 
engineering is developing ways to include smell, touch and taste from 
afar. This Uranus phase is taking the IoT (“internet of things”) beyond the 
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“smart” house or driverless car. Perhaps we’ll trade swiping and scrolling 
for computerless computing, as our digital devices become one with 
everyday household objects.
 
With Taurus ruling the throat, voice-activated devices will continue to 
make our lives easier, with a caveat. Siri, Alexa and Google Assistant are 
engaging you in a two-way conversation, recording every command you 
speak into the microphone. Since they know what music you listen to and 
what you put on your shopping lists, they can serve “suggestions” that 
many people find more creepy than convenient. 
 
In September 2021, Tesla let owners request its Full Self-Driving software, 
which drew concern and criticism around the reliability of its safety 
features. Still, by the time Uranus finishes its transit through Taurus in 
April 2026, we anticipate roadways filled with automated vehicles—and 
who knows? Human drivers may be busy getting their pilot licenses so 
they can operate jetpacks and flying crafts!

 

Crypto-Art, NFTs & Music Rights:
A Digital Revolution

With Uranus in aesthetic Taurus, art, literature and dance meet 
community activism and digital media (Uranus’ domain). To wit: The 
streaming music business has exploded in the past few years, with paid 
subscriptions and on-demand services growing to a $5.9 billion market 
in the first half of 2021. TikTok has turned dancing into a mass cultural 
phenomenon, with the 15-second uploads to prove it.
 
Nowhere are Uranus’ biometric fingerprints more evident than in the new 
genre of NFTs, which stands for Non-Fungible Tokens, a phenomenon 
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disrupting the art-collection world. NFT technology allows a person to 
use their digital currency (at this writing, mostly Ethereum) to purchase 
ownership of a collectible digital asset, such as art, music or an audio file.
 
The craze for NFT art, also known as “crypto art,” took hold in early 
2021, when Christie’s auction house sold a digital collage by artist Mike 
Winkelmann (AKA Beeple) for a jaw-dropping $69 million! The 41-year-
old Wisconsin illustrator sparked an accidental frenzy when his piece, 
“Everydays: The First 5,000 Days,” became the third-most expensive work 
ever sold by a living artist at an auction, carving out a $400 million-plus 
market by the end of 2021’s first quarter. 
 
So what makes these pieces, many of which are hackneyed and 
amateurish, so valuable? Digital rights. While most of these works can 
all be right-clicked and downloaded right to your desktop, an NFT 
purchase confers verified ownership of the piece. Essentially, it’s like the 
difference between owning an original Van Gogh versus an Ikea print of 
“Starry Night.” And because the buyer’s ownership rights are recorded 
on the blockchain, the lucky NFT investor might resell a digital artwork 
for an exorbitant price, cashing in on the virtual gold rush of this new 
phenomenon.
 
While skeptics predict that the NFT bubble will burst, the craze may be 
just warming up. Crypto art can be purchased on sites like Rarible and 
Nifty Gateway, a site owned by the Winklevoss Twins (of Facebook fame 
and creators of the crypto exchange platform Gemini), where you can 
buy, sell and store digital assets, from art to collectibles to games such as 
CryptoKitties, where players can collect, “breed” and trade virtual kittens. 
With tech-savvy Uranus in “It’s mine!” Taurus, the price of possession, 
whether virtual or real, has taken on a life of its own.
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P L U T O  I N  A S T R O L O G Y

What skeletons are rattling in our closets? Where do we go 
“unconscious,” unable to see our role in a crisis? As the cosmic ruler of the 
underworld, Pluto’s impulse is to conceal. Projection is one of this planet’s 
favorite defense mechanisms. Whenever and wherever you’re pointing 
the finger, Pluto is probably at play. 

Because of its chaotic and unpredictable orbit, Pluto will hover in a single 
sign for between 12-20 years. As a result, it is one of the planets that 
shapes generational trends. Pluto can be a destroyer, tearing down what 
is begging to evolve, forcing us to rebuild from the ashes. As a result, great 
innovations have been born during these cycles. But they are generally 
accompanied by grief, crisis and loss as we release the outmoded past. 

Pluto’s extended cycles often begin with a massive, headline-generating 
event, but end with breakthroughs that transform an entire industry. 
Wealth may change hands as a result, resonant with Pluto’s penchant for 
power plays.

To find your natal Pluto sign, cast a free birth chart at
ASTROSTYLE.COM/BIRTHCHART 
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P L U T O  I N  2 0 2 2
On November 27, 2008, Pluto, the (dwarf ) planet of alchemical 
transformation, shifted into Capricorn, the ruler of governments, 
corporations, the economy and all things “patriarchal.” Pluto only visits 
every zodiac sign once every 248 years, and it comes in like a wrecking 
ball. In mythology, Pluto rules the underworld, so there can also be 
a shadowy aspect to its dealings. It can bring out perverse or hidden 
scandals, showing us the shadow side of whatever it affects. But in the 
wake of all that, space is created for something new and improved to be 
born—like a phoenix rising from the ashes.

As Pluto winds down its tour of Capricorn, the backdoor dealings of the 
last 12 years are becoming very visible. In fact, 2022 is the final full year 
that this esoteric planet hovers in the Sea Goat’s sphere, since it will dart 
into Aquarius from March 24 to June 11, 2023, giving us a brief preview of 
its forthcoming 20-year stint. 

Another highly significant event is happening for the dwarf planet in 
2022: The United States is having its Pluto return. When the “land of the 
free, home of the brave” was born—or declared independent—on July 4, 
1776, Pluto was parked at 27°33’  Capricorn. For the first time since then, 
Pluto will hit that exact same degree of Capricorn on February 21, 2022.

Pluto’s mission? To destroy what’s become outmoded and rebuild from 
the resilient remains. Talk about an extreme makeover! During the tiny 
powerhouse’s last visit to Capricorn in the 1770s, America’s Revolutionary 
War began and the U.S. Declaration of Independence was signed. Two 
and a half centuries later, global power structures have been rocked by 
the pandemic, leading many to question whether the end of the American 
empire (at least as we know it) is nigh. We will wait to hear Pluto’s 
proclamation in early 2022.
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L O V E
This year marks a turning point you’ll find both bittersweet and 
exhilarating. As you shed something you’ve outgrown—a limiting 
belief, an unhealthy dynamic or a relationship that’s no longer a fit—
you’re creating space for a brand-new chapter in amour. Clarify your 
#LoveGoals while Venus is retrograde until January 29, then get into 
action. If you’re making too many sacrifices or holding on to a fantasy, 
something’s gotta give. Compromising your vision of love won’t be 
an option when Jupiter swings into Aries and your autonomous first 
house from May 10 to October 28. Wipe the slate clean or engage your 
love interest in the fresh start you’re aching for. Keep the rules a little 
flexible though! Lusty Mars (your ruler) takes a seven-month tour 
through variety-loving Gemini starting August 20, calling for more 
freedom and playtime. Free-spirited Rams could juggle multiple mates 
in the second half of the year.

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

New ventures, new techniques—Rams are breaking out of the box in 
2022. Money moves could point you in unprecedented directions once 
the lunar nodes shift into Taurus and Scorpio (your financial axis) 
on January 18. With eclipses hitting these signs all year, stay on your 
toes and be ready to pivot at a moment’s notice. Enterprising Jupiter 
makes its first visit to Aries since 2010-11! Raise your public profile by 
developing your passions while the horizon-broadening planet is in 
your sign from May 10 to October 28. Blaze trails and you could shape 
your industry, especially if you harness the power of community and 
technology to make your mark. 
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Detox time! Tackle a bad habit right away. Quit smoking, clean up 
your diet, replace the endless coffee refills with hydrating beverages 
like green tea and aloe vera juice. Vibrant Jupiter returns to your sign 
on May 10, giving you a galactic glow-up. Raise your fitness game 
with adventure sports or a competitive challenge! With the South 
Node slinking into Scorpio on January 18, you can bring on the sexual 
healing! Balancing hormones may be the key to managing anxiety or 
sleep disruptions, so consider having your levels tested. Chiron, the 
“wounded healer” comet, spends its fifth of nine years in Aries (2018-
27). This is a powerful cycle for discovering your own gifts as a healer. 
Simultaneously, you may be processing family trauma along with 
anger and grief you never fully metabolized. Pull back from triggering 
situations as needed. This is a great time to do the deep work with 
professional practitioners, both traditional and mystical.
 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Serious Saturn is parked in mindful Aquarius and your communal 
eleventh house all year. Socialize with a purpose, whether you’re 
expanding your consciousness or mobilizing for a cause. Copious 
amounts of “me time” are a must, as Jupiter drifts between Pisces and 
your solitary twelfth house and Aries, your self-focused first. Plan 
nostalgic reunions during the pensive Pisces cycle, which lasts until 
May 10 and picks up from October 28 to December 20. Connect to 
mentors, meaningful relatives and friends who can see straight into 
your soul. When Jupiter zips through Aries from May 10 to October 
28, your lightning-fast mojo returns. Get with fast-paced friends who 
are pursuing big dreams! It won’t be hard to identify them once your 
galactic guardian Mars zips into Gemini on August 20, supercharging 
your communicative, cooperative third house until March 25, 2023.
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Karmic connections crop up in 2022 as the moon’s South Node 
shifts into Scorpio, energizing your relationship house from 
January 18, 2022, to July 17, 2023. You could meet a meant-to-
be mate or finish up some past-life business through a game-
changing “situationship.” Pay attention to who pops up near 
two partnership-powered eclipses on May 16 and October 25. 
Rather than searching for a twin flame, embrace the growth 
opportunities each connection brings. For the first time since 
2003, the lunar North Node is in Taurus, granting you 18 months 
of self-discovery that can lead you into the arms of true love—or 
deeply enhance the bond you’ve already established. Romantic 
restlessness may find you roaming for greener pastures while 
your ruler Venus is retrograde in your exploratory ninth house 
until January 29. Some Bulls may reignite a spark with a long-
distance lover or someone you met while traveling. Already 
locked into a relationship? This is the year to share adventures, 
from bucket-list vacations to couples’ workshops that deepen 
communication and spark erotic engagement.
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C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Career goals continue to be a huge priority as Saturn passes the 
halfway point of its journey through Aquarius and your success-
driven tenth house (March 21, 2020, to March 7, 2023). Keep 
establishing your authority as a company (or industry) leader, 
even if you have to put in longer hours than preferred. Once the 
destiny-driven North Node enters your sign on January 18, the 
cosmic compass may point you in a new direction. But don’t 
throw out the baby with the bathwater. Build upon the skills you 
have and see what surprise opportunities the two Taurus eclipses 
bring on April 30 and November 8. When go-getter Mars zooms 
into your money house on August 20, initiate and pursue financial 
opportunities. Then, hunker down to develop what transpires 
while Mars is retrograde from October 30 to January 12, 2023.
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Customize your fitness plan to suit your life, Taurus; otherwise, it 
may fall by the wayside. With Saturn in your achievement zone, track 
progress with an app and consider working with a trainer or private 
teacher to make sure you hit your goals. The North Node in Taurus 
stretches you out of your comfort zone, but that daring spirit could 
lead to an injury if you don’t warm up and learn proper postures. 
(More reason to enlist a guide!) Roll out the yoga mat while high-
minded Jupiter moves through your soulful twelfth house from May 10 
to October 28. Dive into water sports, like stand-up paddleboard yoga 
or sailing. Motivator Mars helps you find a sustainable and pleasurable 
routine after August 20.
 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Popularity soars in 2022! Play superconnector while expansive 
Jupiter in Pisces revs your team spirit until May 10 (and again after 
October 28). Bring people together but don’t overcommit yourself. 
With the lunar North Node in Taurus, you need ample time to pursue 
your personal hobbies and crew-hop without feeling obligated to 
anyone. Two eclipses in Taurus, on April 30 and November 8, shift 
your direction. You may cut ties with one group to create space for 
another—particularly if your life goals are more in sync with the new 
crew. However, nostalgia will sweep through from May 10 to October 
28, when Jupiter dips into your sentimenal twelfth house. Reconnect 
to family and old friends. This is a powerful window for making 
amends and healing long-standing rifts.
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Romantically, the year begins on a reflective note and ends on a 
red-hot erotic one. Venus will be retrograde until January 29, a 
time to draw back from drama or dive deeper into the discovery of 
your partner’s inner workings. Make sure to share your own, too! 
Vulnerability creates the runway for romance while Venus lingers here 
until March 6. Open up to boundary-pushing exploration once the 
North Node heads into Taurus and your twelfth house of fantasy on 
January 18. But first, disentangle from codependent patterns that are 
zapping the juice from your love life. Self-care is the key to sexiness, 
not overfunctioning to please your mate! Lusty Mars embarks on 
a long tour through Gemini from August 20 to March 25, 2023. 
Autonomy and agency are more essential than ever during this rare 
cycle. Give yourself a long leash! Flirting, dressing up and doing things 
that make you feel attractive are not the same as cheating. In fact, a 
little more freedom might save your relationship when Mars goes 
retrograde from October 30 to January 12, 2023.
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Maximize the first three weeks of 2022! The destiny-driven North 
Node is wrapping up an 18-month journey through your sign on 
January 18. This cycle only comes around every 18-19 years, providing 
an unmatchable opportunity to push past prior limits. Bold and 
audacious moves could set you up handsomely for the rest of the 
year—and with lucky Jupiter in your success sector until May 10—and 
again from October 28 to December 20—you are primed to climb 
any ladder you choose. Step into leadership and sharpen your skills. 
Powerful mentor figures can help you level up all year. Surrender 
to their tutelage and don’t resist the “wax on, wax off ” part of the 
process. With the karmic South Node in your efficient sixth house 
after January 18, use apps, reminder alarms and savvy systems to work 
smarter, not harder.
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Have yoga mat, will travel? With structured Saturn in your 
travel zone all year, fitness goals could lead you on long-distance 
adventures. Bike through wine country, hike distant trails, learn 
to surf on a new coast. Health is a major priority once the lunar 
nodes shift into Taurus and Scorpio on January 18. This 18-month 
circuit makes healing an inside and outside job. Create a routine 
that fits with your everyday life and integrates with your work. Sit 
on a medicine ball or put a balance board by a stand-up desk. Join 
a gym close to the office so you can take a class between meetings. 
Cleanse, detox, meditate. Look for ceremonies and holistic/
therapeutic treatments that connect you to a higher power and 
help you access deeper parts of your subconscious. These may be 
especially potent near the eclipses on April 30 and November 8.
 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Free time will be a precious commodity before May, so focus 
attention on your inner-innermost circle. Socializing one on 
one will be most enjoyable, allowing you to process all the 
transformations going on in your life. Just remember that friends 
are not therapists—and that a great counselor or coach can take 
the weight off your friendships. Jupiter’s electrifying tour through 
Aries restores your social butterfly status from May 10 to October 
28. Meaningful connections are a must, but you’ll take them with 
a sense of humor and a solid squad of fascinating people again. 
You might even organize friends around active summer plans, like 
group hikes, long bike rides or a team fitness challenge. Explore 
voluntourism or join a charitable initiative near the eclipses on 
May 16 and October 25. People who share your values will be 
waiting to meet you!
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Sexy is back for Cancers in 2022—and in a bold, head-turning way. 
The karmic South Node simmers in Scorpio starting January 18, 
greenlighting passionate PDA and erotic explorations galore. Plan 
nostalgic dates while Venus is retrograde January 1 to 29, or see what 
can be rekindled with “the one that got away.” Whenever possible, 
dress up and step out because you never know who you’ll meet this 
year. The eclipses on May 16 and October 25 could bring enviable 
power couple fantasies to life. If babies are on the agenda this year, get 
a fertility plan in place and give it a good go in the months of these 
eclipses. Attached? Step out often as a pair and enjoy every photo op 
you can. But don’t skimp on the serious stuff. Structured Saturn is still 
in Aquarius and your eighth house of joint affairs all year. Get solid 
with your S.O. about your relationship status. Take that next step like 
buying property or writing your wills. Free-spirited Jupiter in Pisces 
brings truth, travel and transformation until May 10 and again from 
October 28 to December 20. Yes, you should have the talk—and how 
about having it in Portugal, Portland or Peru?
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Can you make money while you sleep? Serious Saturn says, “Yes!” to 
passive income in 2022 as it streams through your investment-savvy 
eighth house. Whether you’re purchasing a rental property, learning 
about crypto or selling downloadable classes and products, think 
beyond the nine-to-five grind. But don’t rule out those corporate 
connections completely. Venturesome Jupiter rises into Aries and your 
professional tenth house from May 10 to October 28. You could land 
a lucrative gig, either as a contractor or hired gun. Keep the suitcase 
handy. You may travel for work while Jupiter is in Pisces before May 10 
or from October 28 to December 20. Cancer media mavens could have 
a heyday. Time to write that book or start your style blog!
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Good news! Vital, vibrant Jupiter is in its happy place (your 
ninth house) as it rolls through Pisces until May 10 and again 
from October 28 to December 20. Joyful movement is a must, 
whether you’re dancing, horseback riding, or learning how to 
surf. Boundless Jupiter is the god of the feast and with your sign’s 
love of epicurean delights, it’s a little too easy to pack on the 
pounds. Follow the 80/20 rule: Stick to healthy, clean eating for 
the majority of meals and indulge as a regular treat! With Saturn 
anchored in your eighth house for one last full year, reproductive 
health is in the spotlight. Regulating cycles and hormone levels can 
lead to a more enjoyable sex life this year. When agitating Mars 
zooms into Gemini on August 20, you may be ready for a detox 
or cleanse. This seven-month cycle is ideal for deep inner work, 
perhaps with a shaman or craniosacral therapist.
 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Who are the people far outside your neighborhood? Reconnect 
to far-flung friends and long-distance relatives in the early part 
of the year. You could cook up a visit or a collaborative project—
both good reasons to get back in touch. Consider yourself the 
“crew glue” once the North Node heads into Taurus from January 
18, 2022, to July 17, 2023. Find the right format for bringing some 
of the wonderful people you know together: book clubs, activist 
meetups, yoga in the park. Leave room for new recruits, who could 
arrive near the eclipses on April 30 and November 8. Mars heads 
into Gemini and your twelfth house of forgiveness for eight long 
months, starting August 20. With dedicated effort, you can move 
through a painful passage with a loved one.
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L O V E

Security check! Saturn weighs anchor in Aquarius, spending its final 
full year in your relationship house. While you long for certainty, you 
may feel equally reluctant to go “all in.” Circumstances (or distance) 
may prevent you and your amour from taking things to the next level. 
The good news is your sex life is not bound to suffer. Liberated Jupiter 
gets frisky in Pisces and your erotic eighth house until May 10 (and 
again from October 28 to December 20). You’re ready to experiment, 
with or without a partner. And when the red-spotted planet grooves 
into fellow fire sign Aries from May 10 to October 28, it might be you 
who is asking for space. Either way, this mid-year cycle brings out your 
wild side. Long-distance love affairs, cross-cultural connections and 
baecations? Bring ‘em on!
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Destiny calling! Major career developments are in the stars beginning 
January 18, as the karmic North Node leaps into Taurus and your 
tenth house of success. If you’re doing what you love, this 18-month 
cycle adds polish and panache to your dreams. You may rise to new 
heights of leadership or establish yourself as an expert or influencer. 
Bound to a bad business model? Breaking free is your cosmic duty this 
year—especially when indie-spirited Jupiter zips into Aries and your 
entrepreneurial ninth house from May 10 to October 28. Ever dreamed 
of being a digital nomad or traveling for work? You could go “pro on 
the road” mid-year. Investments may pay off handsomely before May 
10 (and again after October 28). Explore real estate, crypto and other 
passive income streams. When go-getter Mars logs into Gemini on 
August 20, get your tech skills up to speed before the year is through.
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W E L L N E S S

Wellness resolutions top your 2022 priority list—which may start 
with undoing a few bad habits while Venus is retrograde until January 
29. Beyond those unhealthy indulgences, has stress crept in? Calming 
exercises, like swimming and gentle yoga, can help you stay centered 
when the lunar South Node dips into Scorpio and your rooted 
fourth house. Dietary changes can also support serenity. Dial down 
the stimulants like sugar and caffeine and explore adaptogens like 
ashwagandha that can reduce anxiety and energize you. It might be 
worth it to get your adrenals tested. More than anything, “tending 
and befriending” can boost oxytocin levels. Get a support group in 
motion—literally—by combining cathartic conversations with a walk 
or hike!

 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Home is where the heart is—but sometimes you need a breather from 
the people you love most. With the karmic South Node in Scorpio, 
you may feel restricted by obligations to a parent, child or another 
person who is pulling on you for caretaking energy. Stop trying to be a 
superhero and mobilize support. This is the year to connect to people 
who are at a similar stage in life. Buying or selling a home may be 
part of your domestic plan. Popularity soars when Mars powers into 
Gemini on August 20 and you could find yourself at the center of a 
buzzing crew. Missing your people? Get the band back together when 
the red planet turns retrograde from October 30 to January 12, 2023.
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L O V E

Relationships get a major boost in 2022, thanks to lucky Jupiter’s tour 
through Pisces and Aries—the signs ruling your 7th and 8th houses 
of committed partnership. Throw some of that Virgo caution to the 
wind and take a chance on romance. You could meet your match while 
traveling or by exploring a new zip code on your dating app. Cross-
cultural connections could bring the missing spark this year. Coupled 
Virgos: don’t be afraid to explore independent interests. A healthy dose 
of autonomy keeps the spark alive. Plan to take at least one bucket-list 
vacation together before the year is through. Clear the air—or the 
decks—while Venus is retrograde until January 29. If you’re not on the 
same page about kids, life paths or another must-have, go your separate 
ways. Bonds deepen quickly while Jupiter is in Aries from May 10 to 
October 28—prime time for joining lives and making vows.
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Keep on grinding, Virgo—your payoff is in sight! Taskmaster Saturn 
is hustling through Aquarius for its final full year. After putting you 
through paces since March 21, 2020, you can finally systematize, 
document your process and automate a few laborious tasks that 
you seem to repeat over and over. (Virgo heaven!) Embrace new 
partnerships wherever possible, as bountiful Jupiter brings favor and 
fortune to your collaborative efforts all year. With the lunar South Node 
in Scorpio and your cooperative third house after January 18, you and 
a kindred spirit could rake in the profits as a dynamic duo. Stability 
is exciting once go-getter Mars buzzes into your security zone from 
August 20, 2022, to March 25, 2023. Pour energy into building your nest 
egg: purchase real estate, funnel savings into a retirement portfolio, 
trim expenses. Make sure you have a cushion in place before Mars turns 
retrograde from October 30 to January 12, 2023. 
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W E L L N E S S

Scheduling is the key to sanity this year! In addition to work duties 
and a regular fitness regimen, block out time to rest and digest. 
With Saturn in your sixth house (AKA the Virgo house), your 
parasympathetic nervous system could use a break. The good news 
is, you can activate its calming powers with your sign’s favorite 
pastimes: meditation, yoga, massage, walks in nature, deep breathing, 
spending time with kids and pets. Dial down the inflammation-
producing foods like wheat and dairy and scale back the stimulants 
like coffee and sugar. Gut health is always key to strong immunity 
and this year, you may need to add more microbiomes to your 
diet—especially when agitating Mars hits your nutrition zone for six 
months on August 20.

 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Spring free from that cocoon, Virgo butterfly! Your social life is set 
to soar as the lunar South Node anchors in Scorpio and your third 
house of friendship from January 18, 2022, until July 17, 2023. Forget 
random encounters though! This 18-month cycle is like a soul-squad 
reunion tour, reconnecting you to kindred spirits who you’ve clearly 
known in past lives. Get involved in your local scene: you could 
leave an indelible mark on your community! But don’t get stuck in 
one place. The lunar North Node in Taurus spins your compass in 
a worldly direction. Connect with far-flung friends via social media 
and maybe an epic travel plan. Friction and home may intensify 
under Mars’ watch after August 20—a prompt to change your living 
situation or learn healthier means of conflict resolution.
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L O V E

Love takes a turn for the serious—and the seriously sexy in 2022. 
On January 18, the lunar North Node shifts into sensual Taurus, 
lighting a bonfire in your eighth house of seduction and intimacy. 
Erotic connection is a spiritual experience during this cycle, which 
lasts until July 17, 2023. But are you willing to let go and explore the 
depths of pleasure? With masterful Saturn in your romance zone, 
approach love and sex like a study. There’s always more to unlock and 
having some tools and techniques under your (garter) belt wouldn’t 
hurt a bit. When liberating, exploratory Jupiter soars into Aries and 
your partnership house, oh, the places you will go. But how will that 
insatiable curiosity affect the rest of your life? Daring to live by your 
own rules may require some negotiation before you go exploring. 
People may be more willing to play along than you expect, provided 
you include them in your plan. 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Money moves could bring a bountiful harvest in 2022, as the lunar 
nodes redirect their energy to your financial axis (Taurus-Scorpio) 
starting January 18. The karmic South Node in Scorpio demands 
budgeting and planning. Restore integrity by settling debts and raising 
your rates if you’re underearning. The Taurus North Node points 
you toward passive-income generators. This could be the year that 
you invest in your dream pad, crush it with crypto or get funding for 
your start-up. With serious Saturn in your fifth house of fame, focus 
on mastering your craft. Already a pro? You could get paid as an 
influencer, expert or motivational speaker.
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W E L L N E S S

Go with your gut, Libra! Vitality-boosting Jupiter swims two laps 
through Pisces and your sixth house of digestion: until May 10 and again 
from October 28 to December 20. Hydration is the first essential step. 
Start your mornings with a cleansing shot of aloe vera juice and put an 
activating pinch of sea salt in your water bottle every time you refill it. 
Fermented foods that introduce health-improving microbiomes (like 
yogurt and kimchi) may become regular staples of your diet. Don’t 
forget the power of sexual healing! Self- and partner-pleasuring, erotic 
massage and other titillating touch can be the best anti-depressant out 
there. If energy and moods are fluctuating, have your thyroid checked. 
With the lunar North Node in your second house (which rules the 
throat area), have your thyroid checked, especially if moods, metabolism 
and energy level are fluctuating. You may need to shift your diet, stress 
levels or supplement plan for optimal functioning.

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Family: can’t live with ‘em, can’t live without ‘em. Transformational 
Pluto is in the final phase of its 2008-24 tour through Capricorn and 
your fourth house of kin. The highs and lows are starting to smooth out 
as you carve out your unique role within your innermost circle. But with 
your ruler, accommodating Venus, retrograde in Capricorn until January 
29, keep healthy boundaries in place. Couchsurfing relatives have to pull 
their weight; and make sure you aren’t taking advantage of anyone’s 
kindness. (Grandparents aren’t “free babysitting services” every day...) 
Serious Saturn could bring some heavy obligations for Libra parents or 
stall conception. Stay committed and get scientific: a savvy system can 
change everything for the better. If long-distance friends ping you on 
WhatsApp after August 20, take orders from adventure-junkie Mars and 
find a way to visit each other ASAP!
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L O V E

Embrace the adventure of romantic expansion! Buoyant Jupiter gets 
frisky in your flamboyant fifth house (Pisces) until May 10 and again 
from October 28 to December 20. You need attention—and lots of it. 
Take charge of your erotic desires, even if that exploration takes you 
off the beaten path. Love and destiny collide starting January 18, as the 
fateful lunar North Node heads into Taurus and your seventh house of 
relationships until July 17, 2023. This cycle, which only comes around every 
18.5 years could bring a meant-to-be mate into your orbit or give you 
the courage to go “all in.” Relationships that have are puttering along on 
autopilot may undergo a massive shift. Self-discovery may be the catalyst 
for change, since the karmic South Node will be in Scorpio and your first 
house of identity. Sexy intensity (a Scorpio favorite) heats up when lusty 
Mars hits Gemini on August 20, stoking the flames of your erotic fire until 
March 25, 2023! Watch for jealousy and manipulative moves while Mars is 
retrograde from October 30 to January 12, 2023. 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Add more soul to your goals! The lunar South Node in Scorpio sends you 
on a quest for meaning this year. You could uncover something that feels 
aligned with your deepest truths. Already on a purpose-driven path? Get 
yourself camera-ready! With global Jupiter in your fame zone until May 10 
(and again from October 28 to December 20), you could perform, present 
or be the media’s darling for interviews. Don’t wait to be discovered. Polish 
up your pitch desks and promote on social media. Money management will 
be a midyear priority while abundant Jupiter settles into Aries and your 
practical magic zone from May 10 to October 28. You may travel for work 
then or pay some dues assisting a bigger name in your field. Systematize 
processes and free yourself from the grind. Investment opportunities 
heat up when Mars hits your joint resources zone (Gemini) on August 20. 
Got a venture in the works? Shop it around before the red planet turns 
retrograde on October 30.
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Saturn is rooted in your fourth house all year, and you’ll feel healthiest at 
home. This is the summer to grow your own food, then make fresh salsa 
for future #TacoTuesdays. Set up a workout area for streaming yoga, 
choreographing dance moves and lifting weights. Get ready for a total 
wellness reboot when vitality-boosting Jupiter swings into Aries from 
May 10 to October 28. Exercise in the great outdoors or combine it with 
travel. (Biking through wine country, anyone?) Pay attention to your 
root chakra, which is located at the base of your spine, in the tailbone 
area. Daily squats, pelvic floor exercises, even walking barefoot in the 
grass can strengthen and support this energy center. This will help you 
feel grounded during the karmic ups and downs of the South Node’s 
tour through your sign, which can bring a lot of fluctuating feelings.

 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

With serious Saturn hunkered in Aquarius and your intimate fourth 
house all year, you’ll appreciate the company of your “chosen family” 
as if they were your own flesh and blood. Reunite with precious pals 
while Venus is retrograde in your friendship house until January 29. 
Saturn may create heaviness with your actual relatives. You may move or 
relocate to support them—or to give yourself the space you need to heal 
from ancestral wounds. Jupiter’s time is Pisces (until May 10 and from 
October 28 to December 20) is ideal for making babies or bonding with 
the kids you already have.
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L O V E

After two tide-turning years, relationships begin to stabilize again. Love 
goals may have fluctuated wildly since May 2020, when the destiny-
driven North Node parked in Gemini and your committed partnerships 
zone. Meanwhile, the Sagittarius South Node put you in its karmic 
crosshairs, forcing you to deal with your own unhealthy patterns. 
(Have you changed your status to “relationship anarchist” yet?) That all 
changes on January 18 as the nodes move to Taurus and Scorpio. Slowly 
but surely clarity resumes, making it easier to determine next steps. 
This 18-month cycle demands tough, “adult” choices which may bring 
loss or grief. In the process, you could manifest a spiritual soulmate—or 
discover ways to reconnect with the one who is already in your life. 
Romance gets red-hot (and fun again!) when your ruler, buoyant Jupiter, 
soars into Aries and your passionate fifth house from May 10 to October 
28. No dragging your feet once energetic Mars kicks off a six-month 
tour through Gemini on August 20! Make your move or you might miss 
out—especially if an old flame is rekindled while Mars is retrograde 
from October 30 to January 12, 2023.
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

You work hard for your money, but is your money working hard for 
you? Profitability is the keyword to focus on in 2022. Reassess spending 
habits while Venus is retrograde in your financial zone until January 29. 
If certain indulgences are zapping your security fund, tighten up your 
budget. Managing your workload will require clear-cut processes once 
the lunar North Node heads into Taurus on January 18. But with the 
South Node in your twelfth house of release, start letting go of time-
zapping tasks that aren’t bringing a healthy ROI. This “safety net” might 
be keeping you stuck in an underearning cycle. Get your branding and 
front-facing materials up to snuff! The spotlight swings your way from 
May 10 to October 28 when lucky Jupiter races through your fame zone 
(Aries) and brings widespread attention to your work.
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W E L L N E S S

What are you digesting—literally and emotionally? If you’ve been 
stuffing down stress with food or pushing yourself past the point of 
exhaustion, the planets blow a loud whistle. From January 18, 2022 to 
July 17, 2023, the North Node points its compass towards Taurus and 
your sixth house of healthy routines. Commit to regular workouts—
even if you have to hire someone to show you the ropes or hold you 
accountable. Jupiter in Pisces sounds the call for hydration and gut 
health until May 10 (and after October 28). Try a short-term juice 
cleanse; get active on the water or near it! Shedding toxic beliefs is as 
important as detoxing your diet, so work with a therapist who can shift 
your mindset in a positive direction. Speaking of detoxing, sweating is 
one of the best ways to release harmful substances and get blood flowing 
to your organs. An infrared sauna could be a life-changing splurge. 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

With your ruler, free-spirited Jupiter, in your domestic zone until May 
10 (and again from October 28 to December 20), you could take “home” 
on the road! Grant yourself greater independence from family during 
these cycles—without shirking obligations, obviously. Nesting Archers 
could score a lucky real estate deal or finally take on renovation projects 
that turn your house into a home. With the South Node in Scorpio, you 
might steep yourself in therapeutic work to break up family patterns. 
Learn the difference between nurturing (which empowers people) and 
caretaking (which zaps your energy and leaves others feeling helpless). 
Setting healthy boundaries is the key to creating a harmonious home.
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L O V E

Fate is on your side as the lunar North Node spins into Taurus and your 
fifth house of true love this January 18. This cycle, which lasts until July 
17, 2023, could bring a passionate partner into your orbit. But no playing 
cool! The fifth house favors full-bodied romantic expression. Drop your 
guard and show your feelings. Giving your all is the secret to getting it 
back in return. Developments accelerate during two eclipses in Taurus, on 
April 30 and November 8. But stay flexible! These moonbeams may direct 
you in an exciting (but unexpected) direction. Venus will be retrograde 
in Capricorn until January 29, starting the year in an introspective space. 
Examine unproductive patterns that keep people at a distance. Then, lean 
into magnetic Pluto, who’s winding down a long cycle through your sign 
(2008-2024). Your hidden charms are ready to be revealed—and we’re 
talking about the bedroom, not the boardroom, here. Leave work at work!
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

Your diligence is starting to pay off, Capricorn, as your ruler Saturn 
spends its final full year in Aquarius and your second house of cash money. 
Set up systems to work more efficiently and lock down bread-and-butter 
income. You may still be paying some dues this year, but people are taking 
notice of your work! Position yourself as an expert, speaker or leader 
however you can. Profitable opportunities could flow in near the eclipses 
on April 30 and November 8! Enterprising Jupiter sails through your 
curious, cooperative third house until May 10 (and again from October 28 
to December 20). Tap into local networking opportunities and partner up 
on projects for the win. You may commute between several cities during 
this time, or work with clients around the world. Build your nest egg 
while Jupiter in Aries drops roots into your domestic zone from May 10 to 
October 28. Invest in a home or vacation property or start a kitchen-table 
side hustle. Work gets busier than ever starting August 20, thanks to go-
getter Mars in Gemini and your sixth house of daily routines and systems. 
Stay organized and seek service providers who meet your standards!
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W E L L N E S S

With the karmic South Node in Scorpio and your metaphysical 
eleventh house, mindfulness practices are the key to your serenity. 
Center yourself with meditation, yoga and breathwork. This can also 
activate life force energy, giving you the sexiest glow-up. Saturn’s been 
putting you through paces since late 2017. Are you exhausted yet? Get 
your adrenals checked and make sure you’re doing things to support 
their function. You’ll be ready for a more vigorous fitness routine once 
athletic Mars barrels into Gemini on August 20. You love a challenge, 
but take time to stretch and learn proper posture and technique to 
avoid injuries. Regular bodywork like massage and acupuncture can 
keep you balanced all year long.

 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Develop meaningful connections—then bring the gang together. The 
more will be the merrier this year as the Scorpio South Node activates 
your communal eleventh house. If there are fractures in your social 
circle, you can only play ambassador for so long. If people aren’t 
willing to let go of grudges, that’s on them. Jupiter in Pisces provides 
a huge popularity burst until May 10 (and again from October 28 to 
December 20). While old friends are your world, expand the radius 
of your circle! You could meet new pals while traveling, doing self-
development work or taking a class. Looking to start or grow a family? 
Two fertility-boosting eclipses on April 30 and November 8 are in 
your corner!
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L O V E

Schedule those date nights! If you don’t, they might not happen. 
With hardworking Saturn finishing up its final full year in Aquarius, 
love may again take a backseat to personal developments. Nothing 
wrong with flying solo or “doing you.” But with Jupiter in your 
sensual second house until May 10 (and again from October 28 to 
December 20), affection and companionship would sure be nice. 
Venus is retrograde in your twelfth house of forgiveness and healing 
until January 29, a powerful time for processing pain around a past 
relationship—or working through resentment in an existing one. 
Wild times are ahead though! Lusty Mars swings into Gemini and 
your passionate fifth house for an extended six-month tour starting 
August 20. If your mojo’s been in slow-mo, it will come roaring 
back—and when the red planet turns retrograde on October 30 
(until January 12), fading embers could become blazing fires again.
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

New responsibilities at work could spell money in the bank. With 
brave Jupiter expanding your earning potential, it’s safe to take a few 
more risks—like requesting permanent WFH status or spearheading 
a new initiative. Going back to school (or taking a few classes) can 
position you for higher pay. Easy does it on the spending though! 
Expenses could balloon if you aren’t careful. With the karmic South 
Node in Scorpio and your career zone, face down your fear of 
success. This 18-month cycle, which lasts from January 18, 2022, to 
July 17, 2023, could reveal your hidden talents to the world. Cha-
ching! You might quietly work on a project that isn’t ready for a 
public reveal. Leap on any golden opportunities that may arrive with 
the eclipses on May 16 and October 25!
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Feeling stiff, Aquarius? Blame it on stodgy Saturn who is parked in 
your sign for one more year. As the ruler of bones, skin and teeth, 
you may spend more time at the chiropractor, dermatologist or 
dentist this year. Get on the ball with prevention. Yes, there’s a 
reason they told you to stand up straight and floss. With the North 
Node in your nutritional zone, the link between food and mood 
will be obvious. You may switch up your diet, opting for anti-
inflammatory foods or trying something like keto or intermittent 
fasting. A multivitamin and other doctor-advised natural 
supplements can ensure that proper nourishment gets to your cells!

 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

While stoic Saturn may find you craving long spells of alone time, 
forget about being a hermit in 2022. With Jupiter zipping into 
Aries from May 10 to October 28, a huge popularity spike is in 
store. You’ll feel more outgoing than you have in years—and the 
local scene could serve up a spate of new BFFs. When the North 
Node joins your ruler Uranus in Taurus on January 18, you might 
reconnect to an important family member or make some exciting 
changes to your living situation that align with your life purpose. If 
you aren’t moving, you might be building. Can you say “project?”
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L O V E

Catch you if they can! Free-spirited Jupiter is bookending the year 
in Pisces, taking a wild ride through your adventurous first house 
until May 10 and again from October 28 to December 20. Pining 
and fantasizing are kind of your thing, but this year could find you 
on the receiving end of all that adoration. Flattering though it may 
be, don’t let a good one slip away while you’re reveling in the ego 
boost. Love should be reciprocal, Pisces, and you need mates and 
dates to support your interests this year. You may feel in a hurry to 
settle down (and maybe start a family) when energetic Mars barrels 
into Gemini and your domestic zone on August 20. This six-month 
cycle includes a retrograde, from October 30 to January 12, 2023, so 
careful about rushing to put down roots. In a relationship? Expand 
your horizons as a pair, traveling, taking workshops and connecting 
to your spiritual and philosophical interests.
 

C A R E E R  &  M O N E Y

How can you bring more autonomy and independence to your 
work? With liberated Jupiter in Pisces, then Aries and your money 
house (May 10 to October 28), you’re highly self-motivated this 
year. Although you won’t take kindly to a rigid boss breathing 
down your neck, Saturn could bring a powerful mentor your way 
who guides you down your life path. Travel may figure into your 
workflow this year, or you could work with remote clients. Study, 
too! With the karmic South Node in Scorpio and your ninth house 
of education as of January 18, this could be the year to finish a 
degree or get a specialized certification. A hot real estate deal could 
land in your lap any time after August 20. Spend the early part 
of the year getting finances sorted. Raise your credit score, prep 
paperwork and look into mortgage pre-approval. With so much 
luck on your side, you might as well be ready to leap!
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PISCES

c

 

W E L L N E S S

Exhale! Disciplined Saturn is on its final full year in your 
meditative, healing twelfth house. Since March 2020, you’ve 
been processing heavy issues—and finding all the enlightenment 
a Pisces lives for. This cosmic cleanse continues until March 7, 
2023, so you might as well dive in. Detox your diet, sanctify your 
sleep and see a hypnotherapist if you’re struggling to reach the 
far corners of your psyche. You might even train as a healing 
practitioner, or work closely with a therapist, shaman or holistic 
specialist. Vitality-boosting Jupiter will give you more energy than 
you’ve had in years. Enjoy the rush and if you’re trying any daring 
sports, wear a helmet!
 

F R I E N D S  &  F A M I LY

Your 2022 paradox: How to participate in a crew without feeling 
pinned down. Indie-spirited Jupiter in Pisces will find you flowing 
more freely than you have in years! But with the destiny-driven 
North Node in Taurus and your friendship house, you’ll fall in love 
with people again. Get involved in the local scene. Meeting your 
neighbors and connecting to area businesses will give you a sense 
of belonging that you’ll enjoy…that is, when you’re actually home. 
Family bonds may strain when agitating Mars hits your house of 
kin on August 20 for six months. But this may be the wakeup call 
you need to finally sort out your differences. Watch out for guilt 
trips and pity parties, Pisces. There are far more effective ways to 
express your feelings.
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KEY: a   aries 

s   taurus 

g   leo

h   virgo

l   sagittarius

v   capricorn

x   aquarius

c   pisces

j   libra

k   scorpio

d   gemini

f   cancer

fm   full moon nm   new moon le   lunar eclipse se   solar eclipse
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JANUARY 1

SUN-URANUS TRINE
Raise the bar on resolutions! The year is off to an 
electrifying and inspirational start as the confidence-
boosting Capricorn Sun gets charged by the practical 
magic of innovative Uranus in Taurus. There’s one clear 
directive this NYD: Think outside the box. (Supremely 
daring souls might ditch the box altogether!) This 
visionary trine blasts away limitations, revealing 
what else is possible. If you begin a conversation with, 
“Wouldn’t it be crazy if…?” you’re on the right track!

1 
JAN

MERCURY IN AQUARIUS
Let the brainstorming begin! Savvy Mercury initiates 
its first of two trips through quirky, collaborative 
Aquarius, bringing out the mad scientists in us all. 
During this experimental transit, getting everyone on 
the same page could be as easy as herding cats. But as 
long as everyone has a clearly defined role in the “lab,” 
team efforts will soar. With activism awakened by 
social Mercury in Aquarius, now’s the time to connect 
to causes, both in person and via social media. Upgrade 
technology, software and apps before Mercury turns 
retrograde mid-month.

2 JAN -
27 MAR
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JANUARY1

CAPRICORN NEW MOON
The first new moon of 2022 plants its flag in 
achievement-minded Capricorn. As resolutions take 
root, make sure you’re playing a big enough game. Could 
you elevate your vision? Challenge yourself to go farther? 
This ambitious lunar lift rewards risks, as long as they are 
well-calculated. And thanks to a trine from innovative 
Uranus, your ambitions could involve a cutting-edge 
methodology that you never considered in the past. Pro 
tip: Rather than scattering energy in multiple directions, 
radar in on one (or two) epic goals that you want to 
achieve by mid-year. Then, tap a mentor, accountability 
buddy or coach to help you manifest them into reality. 
With tech-savvy Uranus in the frame, make sure you’re 
up-to-date on apps and best practices. By summertime, 
you could be toasting a massive win!

and  i n  l o v e . . .
Are you willing to go the distance in love? Today’s 
new supermoon in tenacious Capricorn could get you 
excited about the idea of building something long-
term. We all bring special gifts into this world and this 
lunar lift amplifies pride in our achievements. Rather 
than listing the qualities you long for in a mate, clarify 
your “offerings.” What do you want to provide to a 
relationship (present or future)? Once you claim your 
superpowers, you’ll naturally attract someone who 
appreciates what you bring to the table. When plotting 
out love goals, don’t be afraid to write your own script. 
With game-changing Uranus trine the new moon, your 
reinvented vision of love could break the mold.

2
JAN

Supermoon!
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JANUARY 1

SUN-VENUS MEETUP
Did you let a good one slip away? Forget to celebrate an 
important moment with your true love? Today’s meet-
up of the Sun and back-spinning Venus could bring a 
fateful second chance. Nothing flashy required here—
in fact serenades and skywriters could come across as 
disingenuous. With these planets in salt-of-the-earth 
Capricorn, it’s a heartfelt commitment that will make 
the difference. If you could promise something “better” 
for the future, what would it be? Before you unleash 
any declarations, check in: Can you make good on the 
promises? With Venus in reverse until January 29, make 
sure that you’re sure this time.

WAXING QUARTER
MOON IN ARIES
Don’t wait for anyone to pass you the ball. Today’s 
waxing quarter moon in self-starter Aries rewards 
initiative. Nothing grandiose is required under these 
moderating moonbeams. Just take an action that will 
nudge the needle in the right direction. It may be as 
simple as replying to a text, making a call or asking 
friends to recommend a great service provider. Get 
proactive in relationships, too. How do you want 
things to go next? This quarter moon helps you speak 
truth to power. And once you do, it will be clear who is 
on the same page and where you may need to negotiate 
more balanced terms.

8
JAN

9
JAN
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JANUARY1

MARS-NEPTUNE SQUARE
It may seem fun to take a gamble today, but that’s a 
slippery slope. Unless you have the facts in front of you, 
hedge your bets! With the most active planet (Mars) at 
loggerheads with the most passive one (Neptune), you 
could take yourself on a wild ride of impulsivity and 
skewed intuition. Go back to the drawing board and do 
some quality research. Don’t assume that a “maybe” is a 
“yes” until you’ve 100 percent confirmed it. Moreover, 
don’t let anyone sweet talk you into making decisions, 
especially if they involve a financial transaction.

MERCURY RETROGRADE IN
AQUARIUS & CAPRICORN
Even the best-laid plans require more time at the draw-
ing board over the coming three weeks. As strategic 
Mercury pivots into its first retrograde of the year, it 
reverses through innovative Aquarius (until January 
25), then mission-oriented Capricorn. Back up all 
electronic data and devices, which are susceptible to 
damage from Mercury’s mayhem. Group interactions 
require more democracy and well-defined agreements. 
Is everyone clear on their marching orders? Are there 
unspoken resentments to air? Pause to inspect and 
correct. Since this retrograde can muddle your mes-
sage, proof all emails and presentations before hitting 
send—and don’t go rogue on social media! If a project 
hits a speed bump, use this “forced timeout” to perfect 
your plans. Then unveil them after the retrograde. 

11
JAN

JAN 14
-  FEB 3
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JANUARY 1

SUN-PLUTO MEETUP
What’s stewing beneath the surface? As the revitalizing 
Sun shines into subterranean Pluto’s vault, it could 
reveal everything from well-kept secrets to your own 
hidden superpowers. If you’ve been lowkey about 
your accomplishments, come out and let the world 
see what you’re made of! But be warned: As egos flare 
and intensity runs high, there’s a lot to navigate—and 
do so with kid gloves! With these luminaries meeting 
in ambitious Capricorn, it’s a great day to align with 
an influential VIP or decision-maker. Could they lend 
support to a project or open doors on your behalf? If 
you don’t ask, you don’t get!

16
JAN
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NUMEROLOGY

We all feel this energy, and it’s called the Universal Year.
A Universal Year means that everyone on the planet will experience 
the energy of a particular number during the entire year, from January 
1 through December 31.

Whether or not you make New Year’s resolutions, most of us 
intuitively feel a profound energy shift whenever the calendar turns. 
In Numerology, that transition is a pivot point, marking the passage 
into a new Universal Year—the collective atmosphere of the world 
for a 12-month period. Everyone on the planet will feel the energy of 
a particular number during the entire year, and each number comes 
with its own unique resonance or theme.

NUMEROLOGY

UNIVERSAL
     YEAR6 In Numerology,

each calendar year 
adds up to a single-digit 
number, which holds 
a unique energetic 
influence & imprint.
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NUMEROLOGY

So while 2022 is a 6 Universal Year, it carries a strong “2” resonance.

The energy of the 2 is all about patience, partnership and diplomacy. 
This peacekeeping number is highly sensitive and in tune with other 
people’s emotional landscapes.

In numerology, 0 is an intensifier. Whenever a 0 shows up, it amplifies 
both the optimal and the challenging aspects of the number with 
which it’s co-mingled. So what does this all mean?

HOME 

RELATIONSHIPS

SERVICE

RESPONSIBILITY

FAMILY

VISION

KEY CONCEPTS 
OF A 6 UNIVERSAL YEAR6

In Numerology, the number 6 is the energy of nurturing. It 
emphasizes relationships, following through on obligations, taking 
on responsibility, and savoring home and family. There’s something 
innately self-sacrificing about the number 6.
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NUMEROLOGY

As we bridge from the freedom-seeking energy of the 5 Universal Year 
in 2021, we’re collectively given the opportunity—and the mandate—
to turn our focus outward. The 5 opened the door for us to bask in 
self-indulgence. Now the winds of change blow the weathervane in a 
different direction as we head into a more “attend to others” Universal 
Year. What’s best for the collective, rather than just the individual?

When you look at the number 6, it resembles a little pregnant belly. 
The 6 year is truly pregnant with possibilities when the focus is on 
visionary plans, service to others and justice for all.

Since service is a key theme now, get ready to ramp up your caretaking 
and protective efforts. In the personal sphere, this might mean 
beautifying your surroundings and strengthening bonds. Globally, this 
could spotlight issues such as mitigating the climate crisis. Perhaps 
we’ll enter our post-pandemic world with fresh resolve to make a 
difference and take accountability.

Since the pandemic disrupted lives around the globe, in the 6 Universal 
Year we’ll collectively experience the need to feel settled, nested and 
“at home,” along with the desire to nurture our relationships.

Ø Let’s look at the added dimension 
of the “0” in “2022” and how it will 
impact the 6 Universal Year.

THE ZERO FACTOR

Numerologically, this year layers the empathic and harmonious 
number 2 as if it’s a beautifully designed cake—with rich, butter-
creamy love infused between skillfully baked, rose-flavored sponge.
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LUNAR YEAR 
OF THE 
WATER TIGER
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THE LUNAR YEAR

T H E  L U N A R  Z O D I A C 

Year of the 
Water Tiger
Let it flow! The decade’s first two years were all 
about building infrastructure. In 2022, it’s time for 
creativity, innovation and deep insights.

Ready to flip from day to night? On February 
1, 2022, the systematic Metal Ox passes the 
yoke to the instinctual Water Tiger. The 
industrious Ox muscles through duties 
from sunup to sundown. The clever Tiger 
hunts at night. Morning people could morph 
into nocturnal creatures under this roaring 

transformation. Regardless of your prime productivity hours, get ready 
to change your beat. The Ox takes its orders from Saturn, the stern and 
disciplined taskmaster of the skies. Tiger, on the other hand, downloads 
cues from free-spirited Uranus, a planet whose main mission in life is to 
disrupt “the system.” 

There is a link here, however. Both Saturn and Uranus are the co-rulers 
of Aquarius—and it’s the Age in which we are living. Need more proof 
that 2022 is the Year of the New Abnormal? Stalking through the Water 
Tiger’s jungle is a trek through uncharted terrain. Or make that a swim. 
After a pair of back-to-back metal years (2020-21), water cascades across 
the landscape of the next two. Let it go and let it flow.

The Year of the 
Water Tiger

February 1, 2022 to 
January 31, 2023
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THE LUNAR YEAR

Water years (which end in 2 or 3) restore fluidity to our lives. Sweet 
relief! Rigid rules apply during metal years (any year ending in 0 or 1), 
which can make people feel fenced in and controlled. Metal puts the 
focus on data, infrastructures and financial security. In a true example 
of #MetalYearProblems, banks had a coin shortage over the past 
couple years, due to the rising rate of virtual transactions. And while 
Bitcoin’s value soared, savvy investors also added gold and silver to their 
portfolios—safe bets at a time where fiat currency’s future seems to be so 
uncertain.

There will be many things “in flux,” over the next couple years, in fact, 
which is the nature of this element. Water flows freely, shapeshifting from 
frozen to liquid to invisible gas. Seemingly solid situations may go up in 
smoke, then hover overhead like inescapable cloud cover before raining 
down again. Paradoxically, the Uranus-ruled Tiger longs to break free 
from structure. Yet, without a container, water spills everywhere and dries 
up. Want to be as strong as a rushing river? Carve out your “banks” (i.e., 
boundaries) and unblock dams (as in, go-nowhere situations). 

Have you marked your turf? Wild tigers are territorial creatures, spraying 
their scent and scratching their claws into trees to stake their claim. In 
2022, access to fresh water could be a primary cause of political uprising 
and wars. Record droughts and floods threatened farming and utilities 
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